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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Mary Rose Cook

Let me first say, I hope that all of our
members, family and friends are
healthy and safe during this pandemic.
I’ve hesitated to write this message,
but the time has come to do so
despite still not wanting to write it. I’ve
even received criticism for failing to
write this message sooner, but I saw no reason to add to the
onslaught of messages about the coronavirus. I’ve held tight
to the hope that this virus would quickly be defeated, and the
Baltimore Ski Club would get back to business as usual, but
that does not seem to be occurring. The world has turned
upside down and we need to wait patiently for it to right itself
again.
At the present time, all Baltimore Ski Club activities are
postponed until further notice. We will not be able to have
our Last Run Shrimp Feast currently scheduled for April 8.
This event will be postponed until September when it will
become a First Run – Welcome Back to Skiing party. All
checks received to date for the feast will not be deposited and
will be destroyed. Continue, however, to send any
photographs that you have from the 2020 ski season to
bscpix@gmail.com. Director, Jocelyn Curtis is working on a
slideshow for the event. When we return in September to our
General Meetings, we will no longer be meeting at St. Thomas
Episcopal Church on Providence Road. This church has been
sold. We’ll have a new meeting hall which we will advertise as
soon as we’re able to finalize the details. Currently, that hall is
closed due to the pandemic and we cannot finalize the
contract.
The Baltimore Ski Club typically meets monthly during the offseason - May, June, July and August - for Happy Hours. At
the present time, none of those Happy Hours have been
scheduled. We are hopeful that sometime during these
upcoming months, the pandemic will be considered a thing of
the past and we can begin to get our lives back to normal.
When bars and restaurants reopen and we are once again
allowed to gather at Happy Hours, BSC members will receive
notice by email, website, Meet-up, FaceBook, Constant
Contact, Instagram, and Schuss – every which way we can
notify you. It is a day that I am eagerly awaiting.
We also cannot confirm that the June BSC picnic will occur as
planned. First, we may not be able to gather yet. Second, our
trip schedule may not yet be finalized. Currently, we are not
able to negotiate contracts for 2021 ski trips as the travel
industry is up in the air. Or rather, not up in the air.

Instagram: Catessa Simon
E-mail: catessa34@hotmail.com
Meet-up: Jocelyn Curtis
E-mail: jocelyncurtis@comcast.net

(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

Trip Chair, Dave Karczmarek gives further details later this Schuss. Our last trip of the ski season to
Whitefish, Montana was caught up in the pandemic. While onsite at the resort, the mountain closed
after only one day of skiing and our group needed to find a way home earlier than planned. Kudos
to trip leader, Jeff McBride for handling an extremely difficult situation and getting everyone home
safe and sound. Enjoy reading the lighthearted articles about a tough situation included in this
Schuss that Jeff and trip participant, Mark Jones, wrote about the adventure.
The Trips Committee is hoping to return to Whitefish at a future date and maybe some of the brave
souls from the 2020 trip will join us again. Some of the participants on this trip were new members
to the club. I would like to thank all the Whitefish travelers for their patience and promise the new
members for whom this was their first BSC outing, BSC trips are nothing like the experience you
had in Montana, Utah, Georgia and finally, back home to Maryland. Stay with us and try again next
year. If Whitefish was your only planned BSC trip for 2020 – the club is extending your membership
for another year. BSC Membership chairs a.k.a. Mark & Sharon Jones, will be contacting you. We
know who you are!
We are still planning to travel to Croatia in October for a non-ski adventure. Contact Christopher
Pukalski for details at christopher.pukalski@hotmail.com2020.
For the time being, everyone stay healthy and safe. I am here in front of my computer working from
home. Receiving emails from some of our members. Happy to hear from others. So, stay in touch
until we can get together again.
Mary Rose Cook

The Director’s Forum: Tips for Trips—April 2020
As you are well aware, the COVID-19 virus is affecting everyone in one
way or another worldwide. The travel industry and the Baltimore Ski Club
is no exception. With that in mind, I would like to provide you with an
update on the planning status of our 2021 ski trips. Normally, by this time,
the trips committee is close to finalizing the trip schedule for the upcoming
season. However, that has not been possible this year. Our wholesalers
are still in the process of dealing with the fallout of many groups being
stranded domestically and abroad. As a result, contract proposals and
pricing has been significantly delayed. Needless to say, with the current
economic and public health crisis we are in a “holding pattern” in the trip
planning process. The trips committee is following the advice of our
wholesalers in taking a “wait and see” approach before we make any contractual commitments.
The safety and welfare of our trip participants and our membership is our number one concern. We
are closely monitoring the situation and we will keep you posted on any future updates.
Stay safe,

Dave Karczmarek, Trips Director
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March Meeting: Guest Speakers
Two guest speakers
made presentations to
our Club for the General
Membership meeting on
March 11.
Diane Frederick
explained the benefits of
membership in Senior
Box Office (SBO), which
was formed 37 years
ago. According to Diane,
this is a non-profit
organization that is
supported through the
Baltimore County
Department of Aging.
The SBO mission is
“to entertain, inform, and
(Left) Diane Frederick from Senior Box Office (Right) Victoria Alexander from Volo City
enrich the lives of seniors
age 55 and older by providing special complimentary, discounted, and two-for-one tickets to cultural
events for members.” The annual cost for membership is $30 per household. SBO volunteers
include 70 ushers, who assist in local theaters and then have the opportunity to see plays for free. A
primary goal is to encourage seniors to get out to venues (theater, concerts, museums, opera,
guided tours, and speakers) that they might not have had the opportunity to attend otherwise. SBO
publishes quarterly brochures with lists of free events and discounted programs. More information is
available on their website at: http://seniorboxoffice.org
The next speaker was Victoria Alexander, who represented the Volo City Kids Foundation which
is a volunteer organization of sports leagues for boys and girls age 6-12. This association originated
in Baltimore City with a 16-person group of bocce-ball players, but their sports leagues today
include: sailing; volleyball; soccer; softball; basketball; yoga; dodgeball; kickball; cornhole; skeeball;
and darts. Baltimore still has the most league members but there are over 200,000 players in 8
cities. Volo City promotes social interaction as players learn “mindfulness” and core values such as
passion, trust and innovation. Victoria pointed out that the social aspect of sports is crucial in this
digital age when so many young people are focused on their cell phones and a virtual world. Team
memberships includes shirts, snacks and a coach. According to Victoria, anyone who volunteers their
time for 90-minutes per week can play on a league for free. More information is available on their website at: http://
www.volocity.org

The Winners Circle
Earl Deisroth was glad that Mark Chapman
returned from the BRSC Japan ski trip to conduct
the 50/50 raffle for the Club’s March 11 meeting.
Earl was the lucky winner of the raffle with a $60
cash return on his ticket investment. The raffle
donation is $5 for 6 tickets or $10 for 15 tickets.
But remember, you “gotta play to win”.
Earl Deisroth
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Beaver Creek, Colorado
Skiing in Beaver Creek during the first week of March proved to be quite a
success with four consecutive bluebird days. Everyone, including beginners,
could enjoy the panoramic views of the Rocky Mountains from the summit of
Beaver Creek Mountain. Green trails which provide beginning skiers with
access to the 11,440’ summit elevation are a unique feature. This same peak
gave expert skiers access to the World-Cup famous slopes of the Birds of Prey lift. As anticipated,
Lew Glaeser led a group of BSC skiers on several runs down the double-black diamond trail of the
Golden Eagle. Just for fun, this mountain peak also included a snow sculpture bench with the
famous Disney movie character Baby Yoda.

Trip Leader Joe Mihalovich and his wife, Jan Serwint relax on the
Yoda bench.

Every morning the
mountain report included a
list of groomed trails (for
those who want to avoid
moguls), and a short list as
the “Groomer’s
Choice” (these were slopes
that were groomed after
midnight, which meant finerquality corduroy). Grouse
Mountain peak was
restricted to experts only.
But there were other areas
to explore (Larkspur,
Bachelor Gulch, Arrow, and
Strawberry Park) which
provided a balanced mix of
green, blue and blackdiamond trails.

Top L-R: Ryan Heaps, Don Tice, Lew Glaeser
Bottom L-R: Linda Tice, Loren Heaps, Cheryl Glaeser

Jim & Jocelyn Curtis, Pete Miceli, and Don & Linda Tice noted that yellow
leg-bands made it easier to spot your friends on the slopes
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Accommodations at the Centennial Condos were first-rate, with an open-atrium where we hosted
a pizza party on Sunday night. In the mornings, we could use a skiway right outside the condos to
glide to the Elkhorn lift. Ski-in returns were also available from the base of the Haymeadows gondola. Even with this complex weave of trails, bowls and glades, many skiers in our group opted to
spend a day at Vail Ski Resort. The lure of Vail’s back bowls was irresistible on a bright sunny day,
and the resort was only 20 minutes away.

Silver and gold lights identify the entrance to the
Centennial Condos.

Dinner with Effie Rubenstein, Joe Mihalovich, Don Marsteller, Pete
Miceli, Anita Allen, Linda Alexander and Jan Serwint.

The Centennial’s open atrium was an elegant setting for the
Club’s pizza party.

Chris Giel

Beaver Creek’s central village included an outdoor ice-skating rink, shops, restaurants and
several escalators. Every afternoon at 3:00 near the base of the Centennial lift, the resort has a
tradition of white-capped chefs serving chocolate chip cookies on silver platters to everyone
outdoors. Many of us enjoyed dinners at village restaurants such as the Dusty Boot, Golden Eagle
or Toscanini’s. On Wednesday evening, we enjoyed a formal group dinner that was catered at the
Charter. After a full week of skiing and so many bright sunny days, our only worry was returning to
the airport with raccoon-style sunburns. Many thanks to Linda Tice who shared her photos for this
article.
By: Jocelyn Curtis
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Whitefish Montana Trip Report – March 14-21, 2020
The last BSC trip of the 2020 trip season for Baltimore
Ski Club, was to occur between March 14-21 at
Whitefish Mountain in northwest Montana. I have
struggled deciding if I should even submit a report, for
fear it would terrify people, or offer it as an example of
just how bad it can get, but still everyone pulled thru
and no lives were lost. I will call this report,
Pandemics, Earthquakes and Cancelled Flights, for lack of a better
description. If you are squeamish, stop reading now.
Days before our departure, the COVID-19 outbreak was gaining
steam. On March 11, the outbreak was declared a global pandemic
and on March 13, a US National Emergency was declared. To be fair,
we were evaluating the situation, but absent travel bans domestically
and with the current data showing zero cases in Montana, we pressed
on, even though a little over a quarter of our participants cancelled in
the days just before the trip departed (to be known as the “smart
ones”). As trip leader I made direct phone inquiries with our site
contact, which assured me that there was not even a rumor of a resort closing in far northwest
Montana.
Our flight out to Montana was uneventful and comfortable. After a transfer thru Minneapolis St.
Paul Airport, we arrived at the Glacier Park International Airport in Kalispell, MT. A quick 20minute ride and we were at the hotel just north of Whitefish, MT. The Lodge at Whitefish Lake, is
beautiful, the décor and staff wonderful and you are greeted at drop-off with an outdoor fireplace at
the front entrance and an 8 ft. stuffed grizzly bear in the lobby. The rooms are huge with a gas
fireplace and large bathroom. Because we arrived around 8pm, there were no scheduled activities
that evening, except the nice bar at the hotel was tested… thoroughly.
On the morning of Sunday March 15th, everything seemed fine. Our scheduled buffet was
changed to menu ordering due to concerns about the outbreak and serving from a buffet… (great
food by the way). Because the first day was quite cold with windchills below zero, several folks
decided that Sunday would be their off day. I was one of those. Late morning, I caught the hotel
shuttle to downtown Whitefish and walked around the north part of town and the historic Great
Northern Railway station. I was having lunch at one of the local pizza restaurants, Jersey Boys,
enjoying what they call Pepperoni Bread (really good) and a delicious local IPA beer. I was having
a relaxing grand time. Around 12:30 PM, I check the phone and saw an alert from the Whitefish
Ski Resort ….. “After careful thought and discussion in light of the rapidly changing circumstances,
Whitefish Mountain Resort has made the decision to close for the 2019/20 winter season after the
close of day today, Sunday March 15, 2020.” Before I even returned to the hotel, I was calling our
wholesaler because I knew what we had to do. If the mountain had been discussing this before we
departed, it was kept to a very small circle of people, because
everyone local I spoke with was floored.
Sunday evening was the regularly scheduled “welcome
reception” in the Viking Lounge of the hotel, which we had to
ourselves. The reception turned into a planning discussion. I
think we all knew we had to leave as soon as possible, and our
entire group was on board. The fear was domestic flights may
get cancelled, which as of the typing of this report on Saturday
the 21st, they have not, but no one was willing to risk it. The
group desk at Delta did not open till 8 am eastern time
Monday, so that morning, we waited for an update. We were
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informed that the
earliest flight we
could get booked
on was Wednesday
morning at 5:35 am
out of the Kalispell
airport with a
connection to Salt
Lake City, then to
BWI…. At least we
have a plan.
Monday and
Tuesday, several
participants took
advantage of the
many activities
available near the
hotel, including
hiking,
snowshoeing and
snowmobiling.
Others, including
myself, stopped in at some of the local restaurants and bars in town, at least on Monday that is.
Nancy Cohn, former BSC member and now long-time Whitefish resident, stopped up and took
several members on a car tour of the local area both Monday and Tuesday. By Tuesday, most of
the restaurants and bars were closed in town, except for restaurants offering carry out only. Stuff
changed FAST. Thankfully, the restaurant and bar in the hotel stayed open. Our scheduled
Thursday night group dinner was moved to Tuesday night as we returned to the private Viking
Lounge for gourmet pizza, beer and wine. Our group departure Wednesday morning from the hotel
was scheduled at 4 am sharp in order to make sure we had no check in problems and went pretty
smoothly except two other individuals who were going to the airport outside of our group decided it
was a “4ish” departure and strolled down at 4:05 am without a care in the world.
Our connecting flight to Salt Lake City Airport was fine. We pulled up to the
arrival gate a little before 7 am, unloaded and checked boards for our
connecting flight. Walking down concourse D just after clearing the arrival
gate, it came with no warning at 7:09 am. At first, there was only sound.
The way I would describe it was large dump trucks driving down the roof of
the concourse with steel tires. Then the sound stopped, and the shaking
started, first up and down, then side to side. I looked down the concourse
and it was moving like a snake. Ceiling tiles falling, followed by some
people falling and then a pile up outside the bathrooms as folks inside were
running out like a seriously pissed off bear was in there. The 5.7
magnitude earthquake was centered 8.2 miles west of the airport. By way
of comparison, those that recall the intensity of the 2011 east coast quake,
that one was 5.8 magnitude, but centered in Virginia 115 miles from
Baltimore. When it stopped, what appeared to be a group of students were
clustered and crying right next to me. I turned, and in attempt to offer a
cautionary note I said, “we can expect aftershocks….” Note to self, wrong
thing to say and I exited the area as fast as I could.
It got interesting at that point. A dozen aftershocks came within the next 60 minutes. Some small,
others reported over 4.0 magnitude. We spoke with a pilot who was on final approach when the
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initial earthquake hit. He indicated he could see transformers
exploding all around for miles but did not know what it was
and landed, thankfully without a crevasse having opened on
the runway.
There are several levels of staffing in the airport… airline staff,
Salt Lake City police, TSA and airport staff. It was immediately
clear none of them could communicate with each other except
by verbal communication methods. They evidently had no
emergency radio communication between each group. As
someone who consults on fire and disaster drills as part of my
work… I could tell, they do not conduct effective drills, slept
thru the last few or the drills are taught by circus folk. We got
conflicting direction to exit via a gate to the tarmac, stay where
we were and then finally, evacuate the airport terminal
completely. Now we are outside on the airport drop off
roadway and sidewalks, in the winter, generally dressed for
inside an airplane. We could not reenter but we could look
inside at the hundred or so airport, airline personnel and law
enforcement standing around talking in the heated check in
areas oblivious to the thousands of people outside in the cold
air, thankfully temps were up around 40F. We had heard that
power was out around the city and we probably had nowhere
to go due to that or road closures. Out of an abundance of
caution, we drew lots for who would be eaten first… Mark Jones lost, and I am glad for him it did not
come to that.
Now the rumors started. We had it on good authority that the airport would be closed for the
remainder of the day and flights would be re-booked for the next day. Others, with equal conviction,
said they heard it would re-open later in the week and others within hours. As we were getting a bit
hungry after a few hours, we called around and found an airport hotel that was open and agreed to
pick us up and allow us to eat from their snack counter or order food in.
As soon as we got settled at the hotel lobby, around 1 pm I got an urgent text from our wholesaler
who said get back ASAP… you are booked on a flight leaving at 2 pm connecting thru Atlanta. My
first thought was, is it too early in the year for tornados in Atlanta? The scene on our return to the
Salt Lake City airport was as you would expect, barely controlled chaos. By the way, TSA did not
get the memo and did not show up for 30 minutes after we were in line. While waiting in the security
line, what I think was the strongest aftershock hit, however, they let us screen security and proceed.
We ended up loading at 2:45 pm after sitting at the gate during more aftershocks. Due to air traffic
control issues from the main tower being closed, they had to separate outgoing flights and we were
held in the runway queue and eventually took off around 4:20 pm. Of course, we missed our
connection thru Atlanta, but were evidently automatically re-booked at 11:30 pm to BWI. We made it
back early Thursday morning. No bags made it, but Delta delivered the next day! When I gave my
information at the Delta baggage desk, I initially gave them my address for my office that we moved
out of in 1997…. A little tired, I guess.
I apologize that most of the report centered around the travel, but we were only on the ground 3
days and most of that as far as my observation point, was spent getting us back. I want to thank a
few people. First, the entire BSC group of participants. Everyone handled it well, were on board
with what we had to do and carried on with good spirits. This group may have gotten in trouble had
we been there the entire week, so it may have been a blessing to get out early! Our wholesaler,
Doug Horstman with Encompasse Tours, is a beast and worked tirelessly to get us rebooked twice
in 2 days, during far less than ideal conditions, all while keeping me updated in real time. Ryan
Billiet with the hotel was awesome both before and during the trip to accommodate our needs and
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changing schedules …. Mark Jones, my unofficial backup assistant on the trip with us, and Dave
Karczmarek from the BSC trips committee back in Maryland, reassuring me the club had our backs
and do what we needed to get home.
It is not just a trip; when Jeff leads, it is an adventure!
Jeff McBride
Whitefish 2020 Trip Leader and Adventure Disaster Guide

National Ski Council
Federation Newsbeat
February-March 2020
By Jo Simpson on Mar 24, 2020

Ski Areas Look for Congressional Relief in Next
Stimulus Bill. Shuttered U.S. ski areas that are
economic engines for many Western and New England
states are pressing Congress for economic relief—
though they’ll likely need to wait for the next Covid-19
economic stimulus bill to get it.
Gondola Project Connecting Squaw Valley to
Alpine Meadows Clears Major Environmental
Hurdle. Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadow have
reached an agreement with a local environmental
protection group, clearing the way for construction of a
base-to-base gondola between the two Tahoe-area ski
resorts as the conservationists have agreed to drop a
lawsuit filed against the project last year.

Kegs have been replaced
with rolls of Toilet Paper

For Some Resorts, Multi-Mountain Passes Mean Crowded Slopes and Longer Lift Lines.
The popularity of IKON and Epic passes have ski resorts cutting off weekend sales at the windows
and warning crowds on social media to stay home.
Here’s Why Skiing Got So Expensive and So Cheap at the Same Time. Like with so many
things, few skiers actually pay list price for access to the mountain. Last year, when Vail’s maximum
one-day ticket price was $209, the average effective ticket price charged by Vail Resorts for nearly 15
million skier days was just $68.89 per day. More. New York Magazine Intelligencer
Walt Disney’s Everlasting Effect on North American Ski Resorts. All ski resorts in North
America grade their slopes and trails with either a green circle (easy), a blue square (intermediate), a
black diamond (advanced), or a double black diamond (experts only). It was Walt Disney’s team that
came up with that grading system. Read the story of how the grading scale came to be, and the
subtle psychological genius behind it. More. Inside the Magic Ed. There are some cool old Disney
cartoons in the posting.
American Ski Journalist John Fry Dead at 90. John Fry, the dean of North American ski journalists,
died suddenly but peacefully on January 24, two days after celebrating his 90th birthday. Over a 60-year
career devoted to ski journalism, Fry served on the staffs of the magazines SKI LIFE, SKI, Snow Country
and Skiing Heritage (now Skiing History). He was editor-in-chief of SKI, founding editor of Snow Country,
and served as president and then chairman of the International Skiing History Association.

Dave McCoy, Founder of Mammoth Mountain, Dies at 104. In the mid-1930s, the iconic Mammoth
Mountain all started with a rope tow built by Dave McCoy and his friends during his first winter in the
Eastern Sierras. A rope tied to a tree and rigged to the back end of a jacked-up Ford Model A would
eventually spark the idea that would grow into the business now known as a Mammoth Mountain, a resort
that attracted about 1.21 million visitors in 2018.
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TALL TALES FROM BIG MOUNTAIN
It is now March 19th, 2060. Exactly 40 years since the end of
the most unusual trip in BSC history. A scheduled eight-day
trip to Whitefish, Montana cut short by a world-wide calamity,
forging friendships that lasted beyond the trip. The
participants of that trip went on to do some amazing things.
First up was Derk Barnett and Anne Shippen who, upon a
whim after returning home, used the dates of their ski trip to
Whitefish to play the Powerball Lotto and won the biggest
jackpot in North American history. When the chance to buy
Whitefish Mt, still known to the locals as Big Mountain, came
up they did not hesitate to purchase it. The resort they did not get a chance to ski they turned in to
the most visited ski resort in the world and on the anniversary date of their first visit to Whitefish
the mountain is open to all to ski free.
Next is Bob Sanford who due to the shutdown of the mountain had the opportunity to sample
many of the fine brews the area had to offer and with the help of former BSC’er , longtime resident
Nancy Cohn opened the first Bed and Micro Brew Pub in Whitefish and have gone on to having a
chain of them at every ski resort worldwide. Nancy has also become the most highly sought Tour
Guide of Whitefish with a waitlist of five years.
Bruce King kept a notebook journal of his visit to Whitefish and upon his return home turned it in
to a Number 1 Best Seller and has gone on to publish the most Number 1 books in history. His
books are available in over a hundred languages.
Melvin Fox after the trip decided to move his Virginia based cattle to Whitefish creating a new
breed of cattle where the price of a steak surpasses Kobe Beef.
Harry Sanders enjoyed walking the town of Whitefish and marveling the architecture of the homes
and made it his life mission to explore every ski town Winter and Summer and was over 150 at
last count.
Kim Sentman and Jeff Gerres enjoyed their Snowmobile Adventure so much they moved to
Whitefish and opened their own business becoming the go to Snowmobile Company in Whitefish.
Mike Thomey after his Whitefish Trip decided to fulfill a lifetime dream and became a SkiBum
skiing 365 days a year for the rest of his life.
Mike Jones who always had a thing about Art Galleries created a new art form that became all the
rage and his galleries can be find at most ski resorts.
Jeff McBride who led the trip that changed all participants’ lives went on to much bigger things
upon his return. After the earthquake at Salt Lake City (where the trip participants had landed five
minutes earlier) using his engineering skill he not only invented a more accurate method to detect
earthquakes but also to stop them. With this accomplished he went on to obtain his pilot’s license
and opened his own highly in demand Heli-skiing Tour Company with franchises on every
continent.
As for myself, I set a goal to snowblade as many resorts I could and did number 250 on my 100 th
birthday, the last three being Panorama, Fernie, and Kimberly the three I did not get the chance to
do after the Whitefish Trip was shortened. I made one last visit to Big Mountain on the
anniversary date of the BSC trip and at the summit left the Snowblades I have used for 60 years
behind. They had become difficult to put on and I couldn’t bring myself to try those new-fangled
skis that actually float on air over the snow. Attached to my snowblades a note “We will come and
go but the Mountain stays forever” As I sit here at age 105 surrounded by the many friends I have
met thru the BSC I can only say “Skiing is Believing”
Submitted by Mark Jones, member since 1985
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BALTIMORE SKI CLUB
Information for
TRIP LEADER APPLICANTS
Thank you for your interest in becoming a ski trip leader for the Baltimore Ski Club, Inc. The selection of leaders is
made by the Trips Committee from eligible applicants based on evaluation of your completed application form. Important
factors in this evaluation include (1) the history of the applicant’s participation and active involvement in the BSC during
the five years (maximum) preceding the season under consideration and (2) the applicant’s prior experience record and
relations with the BSC. Other parameters affecting eligibility include but are not limited to the following:
 Applicant must be a current BSC member in good standing for at least one season for Eastern trips and two



















seasons for Euro/Western trips.
All leader and assistant applicants must go on a BSC trip as a participant at least once every 3 years.
Applicant for assistant trip leader position on Euro/Western trips must have served as a leader for an Eastern trip.
Applicant for Euro/Western leader position must have served as assistant on a Euro/Western trip.
Applications will not be considered from persons who have led or assisted on trips for the past two years until all
qualified candidates have been placed. Experienced leaders during a non-eligible (sit-out) year may submit an
application form. However, upon rating by the Trips Committee, they will be placed on standby status and would
serve only as needed, pending placement of all other qualified applicants that year. Applicants who are asked to
lead or assist on their sit-out year may still be considered as having sat out their year.
Applicants may not lead or assist a BSC trip if leading or assisting for another club.
Applicants may only lead one BSC ski trip in the same ski season.
Applicants chosen for assistant leader positions will not automatically ascend to leader position should the trip
leader withdraw prior to trip departure or automatically be deemed qualified for a leader position the following
year.
The spouse or significant other of a leader cannot be selected as assistant leader for the same trip.
Applicants should be accessible by “local” telephone number, cell phone and e-mail.
Applicants must agree and attend a trip leader training meeting. The general membership meeting is a ‘must
attend’ commitment until the trip departs with few if any exceptions.
Leaders and assistants must represent the club in a positive manner to all internal and external parties and follow
all BSC policies, procedures, guidelines and directives. Failure to do so may result in being removed as leader or
assistant
The leader or assistant leader who resigns from a trip after September 1st may be deemed to have served for that
season and will be responsible for any non-recoverable costs.
Financial records for a trip must be submitted within 30 days of the actual return trip date. Slightly incomplete
records are acceptable to meet this requirement. Failure to meet this schedule or to provide complete reports
may affect an applicant’s future evaluation.
Gross administrative or accounting negligence by a leader resulting in financial loss to the club is the
responsibility of the leader and may result in reduced compensation
All trip information is the proprietary property of the BSC and must not be shared with other organizations or
clubs.

If you have any questions contact BSC Trips Director:
Mail your completed form to Trips Director:

OR
E-mail your completed form to Trips Director:

Dave Karczmarek
Dave Karczmarek
3805 Federal Lane
Abingdon, MD 21009
bscdavek@gmail.com

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY April, 1st 2020

Thanks for applying, getting involved and supporting the club!

S C HU S S
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BALTIMORE SKI CLUB – TRIP LEADER APPLICATION
Applying for 2021 Season
Date Due: May, 1st 2020

Name: ______________________________________________

BSC member since: ___________________

Address:___________________________________________

Home phone: ________________________

Work phone: ________________________Ext: _____

Cell Phone:__________________________

E-mail______________________________
Check only one of the following:
Applying for Leader position: _________

Applying for Assistant Leader position: _________

If not selected for your first choice are you willing to fill other trip positions as needed by the club for the coming season? Y ____ N____

Please read ‘Information for Trip Leader Applicants’ on the previous page. The completed application should be sent to
the Trips Director by the due date. A response is expected for each item. Use another sheet of paper or computer output for
submission (with your name on each page) if necessary. Information provided is to be based on the past five years only .
Legibility is very important.
1) List your history of club service, including committee work, offices held, level of involvement and accomplishments, etc. but
excluding trip leadership activity.
LAST FIVE YEARS ONLY.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
2) During the last 5 years list the BSC trips you have led or assisted, the year, and your position.
(Example: 2016-Vail-L / 2015-Aspen-A)

_________________ / __________________ / _________________ / ________________ / ________________
3) Are you also applying for a leader or assistant position with another club this ski season? Y________ N________
4) Trips you have led or assisted with other clubs or on your own w/10+ people in the last 5 years.

Note either own or other club) (Example: 2017-Snowbird-own/ 2016-Vail-Oclub)

N/A: ____

_________________ / __________________ / _________________ / ________________ / ________________
5) What other BSC ski trips have you been on during the last three years that you did not lead or assist?

_____________________________ / _________________________________ / __________________________________

6) Excluding ski trips & general meetings what other trips or events have you attended or run in the last 5 years?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
7) How many club meetings have you attended within the last year? __________
8) Financial capabilities: Describe your experience in keeping and completing detailed financial records:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
9) Please list the dates you would be unavailable to lead or assist next season (you will not be offered a trip during this period):
________________________________________________________________________________________
10) What other personal characteristics and skills do you believe will best enhance your ability to successfully promote, sell
and lead a trip for the Baltimore Ski Club?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Joe
Toby
Chad
Susan
Cindy
Brian
Todd
Jeff
Fred
Rebecca

Breeding
Broadwater
Burger
Cossa
Davis
Devlin
Dolbin
Dorety
Framarini
Friedberg

Suzanne
Brian
Joe
Debra
John
Kelly
Tom
Gilbert
Julie
Cynthia

APRIL 2020

Gervais
Greenlee
Herbert
Houser
Huynh
Kolson
Lawler
Ngan
Ortmann
Paine

John
David
Joshua
Regan
Barbara
Victoria
Deborah
Mildred
Dedric

SAVE THE DATE (Tentative)
Saturday, JUNE 20, 2020
Hope to see you there . . .
stay tuned for upcoming details

Rigdon
Rojas
Rubenfeld
Shaw
Sisson
Swinburne
Tolley
Tullier
Weatherby
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BALTIMORE SKI CLUB, INC.
The Baltimore Ski Club is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to the promotion and advancement
of skiing, ski improvement, competition and social activities.

Organization - The management of the BSC is
vested in the Executive Council which consists
of the President, Vice President, Treasurer,
Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secretary
and six Directors (see inside cover for list).
Activities - The BSC offers weekend and week
long trips to Eastern, Western and European
Destinations. Club activities throughout the
year include a variety of social activities. Check
our social media pages
Meetings - BSC meetings are held the 2nd
Wednesday of each month.
Formal meetings are held Sep—Apr at
NEW LOCATION
Contract being finalized
Informal meetings are held May - Aug. at
Waiting for Bars to reopen

Membership Information
Annual
DUES
FAMILY
INDIVIDUAL

All
MEMBERS
$55
$38

Send all Schuss newsletter materials to:
Sharon Albaugh
3420 Cornwall Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21222-6033
E-mail: schusseditor1@verizon.net
All Schuss Material must be received by the 3rd
Friday of each month and may be edited.
Small classified ads for the sale/purchase of
equipment or rental of property will be placed at
no charge to members on a space available
basis. Requests to repeat ads must be made
monthly.

John N. Huynh, CFP®
Vice President
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™;
Recognized by Baltimore Magazine as a
"2015 & 2016 Five Star Wealth Manager"
Private Wealth Management
Robert W. Baird & Co.
100 West Road, Suite
200
Towson, Md 21204
Office 410 769-5227
Toll Free 888 792-9391
Fax 410 769-5250
Email:
jhuynh@rwbaird.com

THE MARYLAND INSURANCE
NETWORK

EAT WELL. BE WELL

BUSINESS & PERSONAL INSURANCE SERCHRISTIAN H. ROSE, CPCU, ChFC
20 BLONDELL CT
TIMONIUM, MARYLAND 21093
410-236-9260

chrisrose20@gmail.com

SUSAN E. SEIFERT
Integrative Nutrition Health Coach
410-371-1996
susanseifert@gmail.com
SUSANESEIFERT.com

3420 Cornwall Road
Baltimore, MD 21222-6033

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

DATED MATERIAL

Your Club for WINTER FUN!
“Like” us on Facebook
We’re on the WEB!
www.baltimoreskiclub.org

April 2020
Sun

5

Mon

6

Tue

7

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

8

9

10

11

17

18

24

25

April Meeting
Postponed
Palm Sunday

12

Passover (Start)

13

14

Easter

15

Council Meeting
6:30pm

16
Passover (End)

19

20

21

22

23

26

27

28

29

30

